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a b s t r a c t

Copula has become a standard tool in describing dependent relations between random variables. This
paper proposes a nonparametric bivariate copula estimation method based on shape-restricted �-support
vector regression (�-SVR). This method explicitly supplements the classical �-SVR with constraints
related to three shape restrictions: grounded, marginal and 2-increasing, which are the necessary and
sufficient conditions for a bivariate function to be a copula. This nonparametric method can be reformu-
lated to a convex quadratic programming, which is computationally tractable. Experiments on both five
artificial data sets and three international stock indexes clearly showed that it could achieve significantly
better performance than common parametric models and kernel smoother.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since [1], copula has become a standard tool of dependence
modeling in multivariate statistical analysis [2,3]. Copula summa-
rizes all dependence information between random variables and
separates marginal components of a joint distribution from its dis-
tribution structure. In the last 20 years, copula has been widely ap-
plied in a variety of areas, such as engineering, finance, insurances,
economics, etc. See, for example, the recent monographs [4–6]
(and references therein).

In what follows we focus on bivariate copula only for simplicity.
Let X1 and X2 be two continuous random variables of interest with
joint distribution function H and marginal distributions F1 and F2,
respectively. When the marginal distributions F1 and F2 are contin-
uous, Sklar’s theorem [1] ensures that there exists a unique copula
function C:[0,1]2 ? [0,1], which satisfies

Hðx1; x2Þ ¼ CðF1ðx1Þ; F2ðx2ÞÞ; 8ðx1; x2Þ 2 R2: ð1Þ

By copula technique, the estimation of the joint distribution H can
be separated by two steps: marginal distributions construction and
copula estimation. Assume we should estimate H based on the i.i.d
observations from the distribution H: ðxi1; xi2Þ 2 R2, i = 1, . . . ,T. The
first step is to estimate the two marginal distributions, F1 and F2, based

on the data sets xi1, i = 1, . . . ,T, and xi2, i = 1, . . . ,T, respectively. AssumebF 1 and bF 2 are the estimated cumulative distributions of X1 and X2,
respectively. The second step is to estimate the copula function C based
on the data set ðbF 1ðxi1Þ; bF 2ðxi2ÞÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; T . Let bC denote the estima-
tion of C, then the estimation for H is

bHðx1; x2Þ ¼ bCðbF 1ðx1Þ; bF 2ðx2ÞÞ; 8ðx1; x2Þ 2 R2: ð2Þ

Due to the fact that the univariate cumulative distribution estima-
tion problem has been extensively researched in statistics, this pa-
per focuses on copula estimation and neglects the first step.

Most often copula is obtained by Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tion (MLE). Assume C comes from a copula family indexed by a
real-valued parameter h. The MLE for h can be obtained by

ĥ ¼ arg max
h

YT

i¼1

CðbF 1ðxi1Þ; bF 2ðxi2Þ; hÞ: ð3Þ

Commonly used copula families in practice are:

� Gaussian

Cðu1;u2;qÞ ¼ UqðU�1ðu1Þ;U�1ðu2ÞÞ ð4Þ

where q 2 (�1,1), U(�) is the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal distribution, Uq(�, �) is the bivariate normal distri-
bution function with marginal distributions standard normal and
correlation q.
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� Student’s t

Cðu1;u2;q; mÞ ¼ tq;m t�1
m ðu1Þ; t�1

m ðu2Þ
� �

ð5Þ

where q 2 (�1,1), m 2 N, tm(�) is the Student’s t distribution function
with degree of freedom m, tq,m is the bivariate Student’s t distribution
function with correlation q and degree of freedom m.
� Clayton

Cðu1;u2;aÞ ¼max u�a
1 þ u�a

2 � 1
� ��1=a

; 0
h i

ð6Þ

where a 2 [�1,0) [ (0,+1).
� Frank

Cðu1;u2;aÞ ¼ �1
a

ln 1þ ðe
�au1 � 1Þðe�au2 � 1Þ

e�a � 1

� �
ð7Þ

where a 2 R; a – 0.
� Gumbel

Cðu1;u2;aÞ ¼ expf�½ð� ln u1Þa þ ð� ln u2Þa�1=ag ð8Þ

where a 2 [1,+1).

Though the MLE method has tractable computational complex-
ity and nice asymptotic statistical properties, its performance se-
verely depends on its guess on the copula family. For example,
financial risk will be greatly underestimated if dependence be-
tween financial returns is assumed to be the Gaussian copula,
which has zero lower tail dependence. For example, the Gaussian
copula assumption in Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) pric-
ing [7] has been criticized to be one of the key reasons behind the
global 2008–2009 Subprime Crisis.1

To overcome model specification error of MLE, some nonpara-
metric methods have been proposed to estimate the underlying
copula. Empirical copula, introduced by [8,9], extends the idea of
empirical distribution for univariate variable to copula as follows

bCðu1;u2Þ ¼
1
T

XT

j¼1

IfbF 1ðx1jÞ 6 u1; bF 2ðx2jÞ 6 u2g: ð9Þ

Because empirical copula is highly discontinuous and wiggly, sev-
eral methods have been proposed to smooth empirical copula,
including kernel smoother [10], spline [11–14] and wavelets
[15–17]. However, nonparametric copula estimation with explicit
2-increasing shape restriction can hardly be found.

One obvious obstacle of nonparametric methods for copula esti-
mation is that their estimators are often invalid to be a copula
function. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a bivariate
function C:[0,1]2 ? [0,1] to be a copula are.

1. grounded: "u1, u2 2 [0,1], C satisfies

Cðu1;0Þ ¼ 0; Cð0;u2Þ ¼ 0: ð10Þ

2. marginal: "u1, u2 2 [0,1], C satisfies

Cðu1;1Þ ¼ u1; Cð1;u2Þ ¼ u2: ð11Þ

3. 2-increasing: "u1, u2, v1, v2 2 [0,1] such that u1 6 v1 and u2 6 v2,
C satisfies

Cðv1; v2Þ � Cðv1;u2Þ � Cðu1; v2Þ þ Cðu1; u2ÞP 0: ð12Þ

Different from MLE, whose assumed functional form ensures its
estimator to be valid, nonparametric methods should explicitly ap-
pend constraints related to the above three shape restrictions.

These shape restrictions can be regarded as prior knowledge,
which can be exploited to improve fitting performance. Its contri-
bution is especially obvious when the size of the training data is
small, in which case the common nonparametric estimators have
great possibility of violating these shape restrictions.

Shape-restricted regression dates back to the literature on iso-
tonic regression [18,19]. There exists a large literature on the prob-
lem of estimating monotone, concave or convex regression
functions. Because some of these estimators are not smooth, many
efforts have been devoted to the search of a simple, smooth and
efficient estimation of a shape-restricted regression function. Typ-
ical applications of shape-restricted regression include the study of
dose response experiments in medicine and the study of utility
functions, product functions, profit functions and cost functions
in microeconomics. Shape-restricted regression has been incorpo-
rated into wavelets [20], spline [21,22] and Bernstein polynomials
[23,24] etc.

In machine learning area, shape restrictions also have been
incorporated into support vector regression, such as monotone
least squares support vector regression [25], monotone kernel
quantile regression [26], boundary derivatives kernel regression
[27], convex support vector regression [28]. Among them, [28]
can tackle multivariate regression, while others are applicable only
to univariate regression. [29] solved a support vector regression
when one has some prior knowledge. However, it can only handle
monotonicity or concavity of certain points.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a nonparamet-
ric copula estimation based on shape-restricted �-support vector
regression. In this paper, the method is called Kernel Copula
Regression (KCR). In this method the estimator is obtained by fit-
ting a bivariate function with �-support vector regression based
on samples (ui,Ci), i = 1, . . ., T, where ui ¼ ðbF 1ðx1iÞ; bF 2ðx2iÞÞ and Ci

is its corresponding empirical copula (9). To make the estimator
satisfy the three shape restrictions (10)–(12), additional con-
straints are explicitly imposed on the classical �-support vector
regression [30,31]. To make the KCR estimator grounded and mar-
ginal, equality constraints are imposed on points that are spaced
evenly on the four boundaries. To make it 2-increasing, nonnega-
tive second-order mixed derivatives constraints are imposed on
equidistant grid points of [0,1]2. We expect to obtain better esti-
mation by spanning a network of grounded, marginal and 2-
increasing points.

The advantages of KCR are multifold. First it is a nonparametric
estimation method, which can handle any complex dependence
structure. Second this estimator is smooth, which is an obvious
superiority over the empirical copula estimator. Third this estima-
tor satisfies the three shape-restrictions of copula: grounded, mar-
ginal and 2-increasing, provided that sufficient constraints related
to shape restrictions are appended. Fourth its training involves a
convex quadratic programming, which is computationally
tractable.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces
how to apply the classical �-support vector regression (�-SVR) to
estimate copula. A toy data set is used to show its qualitative short-
comings. Section 3 presents the novel nonparametric method for
copula estimation. We will detail how to impose additional con-
straints related to the three shape restrictions and how to trans-
form it to a convex quadratic programming. Section 4 presents
the numerical comparison results of KCR with other state-of-the-
art methods. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. �-Support vector regression estimator

This section discusses how to apply the classical �-support vec-
tor regression to copula estimation based on observations (x1i,x2i),

1 Please refer to the two reports: Jones Sam, The formula that felled Wall Street,
Financial Times, April 24, 2009; Salmon Felix, Recipe for disaster: the formula that
killed Wall Street, Wired Magazine, March 2009.
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